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Abstract 

The paper attempts to formalize dealer behaviour in the Eoreign exchange market. The three key 
assumptions used in the analysis are price sensitivity oE customer orders and proEit maximi
zation by dealers who are constrained by the closed position target Eor the end oE the day. As a 
market maker the dealer provides liquidity services to customers by making two-way prices and 
by standing ready to trade at these prices on immediate demand. The paper begins with a 
simple one-period model assuming a monopoly dealer. Trus is extended to sequential pricing 
behaviour under transactions uncertainty (stochastic order tlow). The role oE inEormation is 
examined separately . Wrule the assumption of a monopolistic market structure is admittedly 
highly unrealistic in the case oE the Eoreign exchange market, the same model structure also 
works well in a competitive environment. Competition enters the analysis in the Eorm oE custo
mer flows and interdealer transactions. The overall picture of the market structure and price 
dynamics that emerges from the analysis is broadly consistent with observable facts . 

The results are consistent with the efficient market hypothesis in the sense that there is 
no possibiIity that any of the customers or other dealers could predict the dealer's forthcoming 
quotations on the basis of the dealer's past pricing behaviour. Under pure transactions uncer
tainty and in the absence of new information, the dealer is reluctant to make a large adjustment 
to prices, because frequent price revisions are generally revenue-reducing. This does not apply 
to situations where new information ruts the market. Any new information on forthcoming 
customer orders will cause a prompt change in the quoted price. Price adjustments are, howe
ver, limited by the sensitivity of customers to small price differentials. Because dealers can send 
orders to each other in the interbank market, the sensitivity of incoming orders to small price 
differentials is large. As a result, the prices quoted by different dealers cannot deviate much 
from each other. The price making power of each dealer is retlected in the spread. Competition 
reduces the spread and it approaches zero once interdealer transactions are allowed Eor. Under 
pure transactions uncertainty, the spread tends to be constant. Under competitive conditions, 
when the spread is very small , prices quoted by all dealers are practically equal and the share 
of interbank transactions in the total volume of trade is very large. 

Intraday volatiIity of exchange rate quotations stems from two sources, one represen
ting normal order flow and the other the arrival of new information. Price uncertainty would be 
small if transactions uncertainty was its only source and if order flows were purely stochastic. 
Any new information on forthcoming customer orders increases price uncertainty. ln addition to 
temporal price uncertainty, instantaneous price uncertainty is present because the dealer has to 
make abinding two-way price without knowing what prices his competitors are quoting at the 
same moment. This prevents the spread from diminishing indefinitely. In times of increasing 
uncertainty the spread tends to widen as a result of heterogenous and asymmetric information. 
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1 Introduction 

The foreign exchange market is an arrangement which facilitates international 
monetary exchange in a world where there is no single universally accepted 
means of payment (Einzig, 1969, p. 15, and Hirsch, 1969, p. 198). The market 
exists to serve the currency conversion needs of the inhabitants of different 
countries who are parties to economic contracts with each other. Merchants 
involved in exporting and importing, investors diversifying their portfolios 
internationa11y, speculators seeking to profit from exchange rate fluctuations 
and tourists travelling abroad, a11 of them constantly face situations in which 
they need to convert one currency into another. 

A distinct feature of the foreign exchange market is that it is almost 
entirely intermediated . The ultimate buyers and sellers of currencies seldom 
meet face to face. Rather, they place buy and sell orders with commercial 
banks , whose foreign exchange departments stand ready to trade on the basis of 
incoming orders on immediate demand. 

The buy and sell orders received by any single bank do not usually 
match in any short period. For many banks the flow of buy orders for °a given 
currency may systematically exceed the flow of sell orders. This mismatch of 
market orders gives rise to the interbank market, where individual banks can 
acquire the currencies currently oversold or sell the currencies currently over
bought. 

Altogether, the total tumover in the foreign exchange market, adjusted 
for interbank douhle counting, was estimated to he USD 600 to 700 billion a 
day in April 1989 (BIS, 1990). Given that the market is open 24 hours a day, 
this means that some USD 20 to 25 billion changes hand in any single hour. Of 
this volume of trade only around 10 per cent is directly linked with customers' 
needs, while the remaining 90 per cent represents professional trading between 
banks. 

The object of trade in the foreign exchange market is money, which is 
"the most fluid and most easily movable of alI commodities" (Hirsch, 1969, p. 
197). This is another way of saying that the transaction costs of trading money 
are low. Low transaction costs imply that the effective price paid by the buyer 
is c10se to the effective price received by the seller. 1n the foreign exchange 
market this means that the bid-ask spread is very smal!. Under competitive 
conditions and without any artificial obstacles to foreign exchange transactions, 
the spread should not exceed the marginal cost of trading in currencies. When 
this requirement is fulfi11ed, the foreign exchange market is functionally effi
cient, using Tobin's terminolgy (Tobin, 1984). 

Another important aspect of the efficiency of the foreign exchange 
market is related to information and arbitrage. According to the most widely 
used definition, a market is said to be efficient if it is impossible to predict 
future price movements on the basis of publicly available information (Samuel
son, 1965, and Fama, 1970). To this one may want to add a further requirement 
that in an efficient market it is, on average, impossible to gain from spatial 
price differentials which may prevail across marketplaces. When these require-
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ments are fulfilled the market is injormation-arbitrage efficient, again using 
Tobin's terminology. This type of efficiency is not entirely independent of 
functional efficiency, because information costs depend on transaction costs. 1n 
the foreign exchange market, in particu1ar, transacting is one way of acquiring 
information. Low transaction costs increase the volume of trade and improve 
the qua1ity of information. 1ndeed, it will be argued below that the impressive 
size of the interbank market is, to a 1arge extent, understandab1e in terms of the 

exchange of information. 
When the bid-ask spread is very small and exchange rate quotations are 

practically equal everywhere, non-bank customers can regard their domestic 
money balances as being equiva1ent to international means of payment (McKin
non, 1979, pp. 4-13) . Under these conditions, international monetary exchange 
does not essentially differ from monetary exchange in general. 

There is a vast and growing literature on the microstructure of the 
financial markets. 1 This literature has paid attention to the important role 
played by market makers in providing liquidity services to customers. The 
typical empirical reference in the microstructure 1iterature has been the beha
viour of stock dealers, i.e., the specialists who make the market for selected 
shares by quoting two-way prices and by standing ready to transact at these 
prices on immediate demand. The foreign exchange market has seldom been 
used as an empirical reference in the theoretica1 microstructure literature despite 
the fact that, in terms of the number of participants and the volume of trade, it 
is the 1argest financial market in the world. Because the foreign exchange 
market is based on market making, the theoretical results of the ana1ysis of 
stock dealer behaviour should be applicable to the analysis of foreign exchange 
dealing as we11. 2 

The present paper is an attempt to formalize dealer behaviour in the 
foreign exchange market. Whi1e the insights and techniques have been borro
wed from the microstructure theory of stock dealer behaviour, the analysis is 
carried out with far fewer technica1 and institutional assumptions. The research 
strategy is to start off with a minimum number of assumptions and then to 
proceed step by step towards more comp1icated and more realistic descriptions. 
The three key assumptions used are the price sensitivity of customer orders and 
profit maximization by the dealer.s, which is constrained by the closed position 
target for the end of the day. 

The theme of the paper is set out in Section 2, which describes the basic 
structure of the dealership market using the classical characterization by Dem
setz (1968). The rest of the paper can be regarded as variations on this single 
theme. Section 3 formalizes this setup in a static one-period case assuming that 

1 Baumol (1965) was perhaps the first to draw attention to the important role stock dealers play in the securities 
market. The most frequenlly ciled reference, however, is Demsetz (1968). More recent contributions incJude Tinic 
(1972), Garman (1976), Slol1 (1978), Amihud and Mendelson (1980), Ho and Stoll (1980 and 1981), Zabe1 (1981), 
Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Grossman and Miller (1988), Glosten (1989), Dennert (1989) and Hagerly (1991). For 
slIrveys, see Cohen, Maier, Schwartz and Whitcomb (1979) and Slol1 (1985). 

2 For lhe importance of lhe microstructure aspects Cor the analysis of the foreign exchange markel, see e.g. 
Goodhart (1988), Bingham (1991) and Bossaerts and Hillion (1991). The present stlldy has gained valuable insights 
from discussions wilh foreign exchange dealers in a number of banks, from dealer handbooks (e .g. Riehl and Rodrigues , 
1983, and Tygier, 1983), as well as from empirical studies on exchange rate behaviour at high or ul1ra-high frequencies 
(Glassman, 1987, Goodhart. 1989, Wasserfallen, 1989, Goodharl and Demos, 1990a and 1990b, Goodhart and Fiuglioli, 
1988 and 1991 , Goodhart et al., 1991, and Miiller et al. , 1991). 
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the dealer has a short-term monopoly. Section 4 introduces transactions uncer
tainty a~d thereby dynamics into the model in the form of a sequence of 
stOCh~st1C customer orders. Section 5 varies the dynamic theme by paying 
attentlOn to the role of new information on forthcoming customer orders. 

. While . th.e ~ssumption of a monopolistic market structure is admittedly 
hlghly unrealIstlc m the case of the foreign exchange market, the same model 
structure also works well in a competitive environment, as shown in Sections 6 
and 7. 1ntroducing inter-dealer transactions and customer f10ws into the mode1 
r~duc~s the monopo1y power of each individua1 dea1er by making their quota
tlons mterdependent. As a resu1t, the spread diminishes and approaches zero at 
the same time as the vo1ume of interbank trade increases rapid1y. 

1n addition to transactions uncertainty , price uncertainty enters the 
picture in the form of simu1taneous quotations made by numerous dealers who 
do not know what prices their rivals are quoting at the same moment. This 
gives rise to an arbitrage opportunity for any third party who is able to observe 
a pair of inconsistent quotations. A defensive strategy to reduce the risk of 
quoting inconsistently would be to widen the spread. This is shown in Section 
8. Section 9 takes us back to a dynamic framework by focusing on the intra
day pricing behaviour of a foreign exchange dealer in the interdependent 
market. Although this variation of the model repeats many features of those of 
the earlier sections, it a1so enables us to discuss some further implications, such 
as asymmetric information re1ated to forthcoming news and the integration of 
foreign exchange markets across time zones. 

The theoretical analysis of the paper is based on a number of restrictive 
assumptions, which moreover vary from section to section. lt is, therefore, 
difficult to draw any straightforward testable empirical predictions from the 
ana1ytical results as such. However, the overall picture of the market structure 
and price dynamics that emerges from the ana1ysis is broadly consistent with 
observable facts. This is discussed briefly in Section 10, which sums up the 
main results of the paper. 

2 On the Dealership Market 

Security dealers are specialists who differ from brokers in that, rather than 
matching individual buy and sell orders directly, they stand ready to buy and 
sell on immediate demand by trading for their own account. The availability of 
dealer services saves customers from waiting, and hence lowers the costs of 
making transactions. 1n the words of Demsetz (1968), security dealers produce 
immediacy (Iiquidity) services. The same appIies to the foreign exchange 
market. 

The dea1ership market can be illustrated by means of a simple diagram. 
1n Figure 1 the DD-curve represents the f10w demand for foreign currency (the 
flow supply of domestic currency). The SS-curve represents the flow supply of 
dollars (the f10w demand for domestic currency). The curves refer to the 
currency conversion needs of the residents of different countries during a given 
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Figure 1. The Dealership Market: An Illustration 
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short period? The exchange rate s is defined as the price of one unit of foreign 
currency (dollar) in terms of domestic currency (marks). 

If those who need to convert one currency into another could communi
cate without costs, the two curves would in each short period determine the 
equilibrium exchange rate s· and the equilibrium volume of trade q •. Because 
such costless communication is not possible, commercial customers place their 
orders with foreign exchange dealers who stand ready to trade on immediate 
dernand. 

A dealer does not purchase dollars (or marks) in order to hold thern or 
to spend them on goods, but to sell them back to customers at a higher price. 
Therefore, every part of the dealer's supply curve (ss-curve) lies above the 
customers' supply curve by a given distance. Similarly, every part of the 
dealer's dernand curve (dd-curve) lies below the customers' demand curve by 
the same distance. 

The distance between the buying price and the selling price is called the 
bid-ask spread. For a given spread, the equilibrium selling price ~, the ask 
rate, is determined by the intercept of the dealer's supply curve and the custo
mers' demand curve. This is the price at which the dealer is willing to ex
change dollars for marks. Similarly, the equilibrium buying price Sb, the bid 
rate, is determined by the intercept of the dealer's demand curve and the 
customers' supply curve. This is the price the dealer is prepared to pay in order 
to buy dollars in exchange for marks. When transactions are made at these 
prices , the incoming buy and sell orders match as long as the structure which 
generates the customer orders remains constant. 

Two further aspects have to be taken into account in interpreting the 
diagramme. First, the DD-curve and the SS-curve do not represent always
present market orders. Rather, they represent the average arrival rates of 
incoming orders generated by a given macroeconomic environment. In any 
short period, the actual rate of incoming orders may differ from the average 

~ This illustration is borrowed from Demsetz (1968). For an application to the foreign exchange market, see 
Levich (1979). 
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one. Secondly, as a market maker, the dealer quotes a two-way price upon 
req~est and generally stands ready to transact at these prices if the customer 
decldes to buy or Lo sel!. Therefore, the DD- and SS-curves correspond to the 
dealer's expectations about their average levels, and the dd- and ss-curves are 
set accordingly. Equilibrium prevails when expectations are correct on the 
average, but they need not be correct in any short time interva!. This is where 
transactions uncertainty enters the picture. Price uncertainty stems from the fact 
the dealer'~ expectations about the average flow of orders may prove to be 
wrong. Thls may happe~ because new information hits the market unexpec
tedly , or because successlve customer orders begin to depart from the expected 
path. 

Figure 1 also shows that the average volume of currency conversions qO 
depends negatively on the bid-ask spread. This results from the sensitivity of 
customers to the levels of exchange rates . Using the industry analogy, it means 
that the demand for dealer services depends negatively on its price, which is 
represented by the bid-ask spread. 

While the demand side of the market for dealer services is straight
forward, the supply side is more difficult to handle analytically. It requires a 
theory of the behaviour of an individual dealer, including the identification of 
relevant costs associated with dealing activity . Leaving aside the fixed costs 
related to capital equipment and highly specific human skills, the major variab
le cost arises from the opportunity cost of holding currencies (including trading 
balances in domestic currency). These are need ed for the dealers to be able to 
make transactions on immediate demand. 

Finally, the specification of the market conditions under which the 
dealers operate is very important, because they determine to what extent each 
individual dealer can exercise his potential price-setting power. The decisive 
factors in this respect are the absence of exchange controls, the degree of com
petitition between the dealers and the functioning of the interbank market. 

3 Simple One-Period Model 

ln order to inLroduce the notation and to present the structure of the problem, 
the dealer's pricing behaviour is first analyzed in a simple deterministic one-pe
riod case. It will be seen that the analysis is, in fact, a fairly straightforward 
application of standard microeconomic theory. We start off from a highly 
unrealistic assumption that the dealer operates in isolated circumstances and is 
able to fully exploit the monopoly power created by the price sensitivity of 
custorners' buy and sell orders.4 The dealer is assurned to maximize his trading 
incorne subject to the constraint that his expected foreign exchange position is 
c1osed, or rneets some other fixed target, at the end of the period. 

In accordance with the discussion of the dealership market in Section 2, 
the price-dependent arrival rates of customer orders are written as follows (et 
Figure 1): 

·1 The behaviour of stock dealers on the New York Stock Exchange was the most frequently cited empirical 
reference in early microstructure literature. In their case the assumption of a monopoly is realistic, because stock deaJers 
on the NYSE are specialized in trading in particular shares, see Demsetz (1968), Ho and Stoll (1981) and Zabel (1981). 
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(1) 

(2) 

p(t) = a(t) - esO(t) 

q(t) = b(t) + esb(t). 

The first equation expresses the customer demand (arriving sell orders) as a 
function of the ask rate ~(t). The second equation shows the customer supply 
(arriving buy orders) as a function of the bid rate Sb(t) quoted by the dealer at 
the bcginning of a short period t. The ask and bid rates are defined as the price 
of one unit of foreign currency (dollar) in terms of domestic money (marks). 
The amounts bought, q(t), and sold, p(t), by the dealer have the dimension of 
dollars per discrete unit of time. This time span will in the following be called 
a trading session. 

The shift variabIes a(t) and b(t) are assumed to be known for the time 
being. Assuming that a(t)-b(t) >0 guarantees that in equilibrium both the price 
and the volume of trade are positive. The parameter e>O stands for customer 
sensitivity to exchange rates. Nothing is lost in generality if it is assumed to be 
equal on both the buy and the sell side.5 

It is convenient to redefine the ask rate and the bid rate in terms of the 
mid-rate, s(t) = [sG(t) +sb(t)]/2, and the half-spread, z(t) = [sG(t) - Sb(t) ]/2.6 The 
trading income per session, defined in terms of domestic money, is equal to the 
value af sales minus the vaIue of purchases, or 

(3) R(t) = [ s(t) + z(t)]P(t) - [ s(t) - z(t)]q(t) 

= z(t) [ p(t) + q(t)] + s(t) [ p(t) - q(t)]. 

From the Iatter expression it is seen that trading income is equal to the spread 
times the volume of trade7, adjusted for any cash inflow or outflow arising 
from the net sales or purchases of the foreign currency. Redefining the para
meters, the trading income can be expressed in the following form: 

(4) R(t) = a(t)s(t) +~(t)z(t) - ö[ s2(t)+r(t)], 

where a(t) =a(t)-b(t) >0, ~(t) =a(t)+b(t) >0, and ö=2e>0. 
Maximizing the trading income in terms of domestic currency without 

any constraints would lead to substantial net sales of foreign currency. This is 
not possible over successive trading sessions, assuming that the dealer intends 
to stay in the market, because the source of his income is two-way trade, 
buying foreign currency from customers and selling it back at a higher price. 
This observation gives an important reason why the deaIer has to be concemed 
about net sales, Le., changes in his foreign exchange position. The change m 
the position, in tum, is equal to net sa1es during a trading session: 

~ ef Suvanto (1982a), where the price sensitivities differ on each side of the market. 

6 The half-spread is a measure of the transaction cost. A simuItaneous purchase and sale of one doIlar involves 
two transactions and costs the amount of the full spread. 

7 See Figure 1. Note that the spread is 2z(t) and the average volume of trade is [P(t)+q(t)]!2. 
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(5) x(t) - x(t+ 1) = p(t) - q(t) = a(t) - Ös(t), 

whe~e x(t) is the foreign exchange inventory at the beginning of the trading 
sesslon and x(t+l) at the end. Note that net sales are measured in terms of 
tlo~~ of .foreign curren~y over the trading session. Hence the foreign exchange 
P?sltJon IS a stock vanab1e representing the dealer's inventory of dollars at a 
glven moment. 

Define the equilibrium quotation [SO(t), ,tJ(t)] as that combination of s(t) 
and z(t) that will maximize the trading income subject to the constraint that net 
sales must be equal to zero. It is obtained by solving the following problem: 

(6) 

which gives 

(7) 

Max {a(t)s(t) + ~(t)z(t) - Ö[ i(t) + r(t)]} 
s(t), z(t) 

s.1. a(t) - ös(t) = 0, 

SO(t) = a(t)/ö, ~(t) = ~(t)/2Ö. 

It is seen that in periods of high demand (high a(t), therefore both a(t) and ~(t) 

are high) the equiIibrium mid-rate is high and the spread is wide. Similarly, in 
periods of high suppIy (high b(t), therefore a(t) is low and ~(t) is high) the 
equilibrium mid-rate is low but again the equilibrium spread is wide. 

This result brings out the distinction between the demand for and the 
suppIy of foreign exchange by customers, on the one hand, and the demand for 
dea1er services, on the other. Whereas the mid-rate is adjusted to balance the 
customer orders, the spread is the price of the dealer's liquidity services. It 
increases with the volume of trade (and hence with ~(t)), reflecting the dealer's 
monopoly power in the market. 

At the quotation [SO(t), ~(t)] the trading income becomes 

(8) 

which is equal to the equilibrium spread U(t) times the equilibrium volume of 
trade; et equation (3). The latter is obtained by dividing the sum of expected 
sales and purchases at the quotation [SO(t), ZO(t)] by two, and it is equal to 
~(t)/4. 

Assume next that the dealer has a given inventory x(t) of dollars and 
that he wants to go to some target level x(t+ 1) =x* during the trading session. 
This impIies that the dealer has to announce a quotation that differs from the 
equilibrium one in order to attract net sales by the amount x(t)-x*. Maximizing 
R(t) with respect to s(t) and z(t) and subject to the constraint that x(t)-x*
a+ös(t) =0 leads to the following state-dependent quotation: 

(9) s(t) = SO(t) - (1/ö)[ x(t) - x*], z(t) = ~(t). 

Only the mid-rate is state-dependent. It is below the equilibrium rate if 
the current position is above the target and above it if the current position falls 
short of the target. The spread, in tum, is independent of both the initial and 
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the target position, and it is always chosen to maximize the return on the one
period equilibrium volume of trade. This result will appear throughout the 
subsequent analysis. 

The Lagrange coefficient associated with the net sales constraint is 

(10) fl(t) = s(t) - (2/Ö) [ x(t) - x*]. 

It is one of the key variables and is interpreted as the shadow price of one unit 
of foreign currency. It is the price the dealer would be willing to pay or offer 
for one unit of foreign currency in order to reduce the position constraint 
marginally.8 

Several straightforward extensions are possible within the framework of 
this simple one-period mode!. For instance, one can incorporate the dealer's 
transaction costs into the analysis. Assuming a constant cost per dollar bought 
or sold will widen the spread, although not by the full amount. It does not, 
however, affect the mid-rate rule. The extra cost is thus shared by the dealer 
and his customers. On the other hand, assuming that customers bear a constant 
transaction cost per dollar transacted will lead to a narrower spread. Again the 
mid-rate rule remains unchanged and the extra cost is shared by both counter
parts.9 As these extensions do not affect the structure of the problem, they are 
ignored below. 

4 Sequential Pricing Decisions under 
Transactions Uncertainty 

Let us now introduce transactions uncertainty into this simple one-period 
mode!. Transactions uncertainty arises because, as a market maker, the dealer 
sets prices in advance and the customers then decide whether to buy or sell at 
these prices and in what amounts during a short trading session. The simplest 
way to introduce transactions uncertainty is to assume that the shift variables 
a(t) and b(l) in eqs. (1) and (2) are random variables with a constant mean: a
(t) =a+u(t) and b(t) =b+v(t), where u(t) and vety are serially uncorrelated, 
independent of each other and have zero expectation. 

As a result, net sales are now stochastic: 

(11) x(t) - x(t+ 1) = a - ös(t) - w(t), 

where a=a-b>O and w(t)=v(t)-u(t). The expected trading income is equal to the 
right-hand side of eq. (4), except that a(t) and ~(t) are replaced by a and ~, 
respectively, ~=a+b>O. Maximizing the expected trading income subject to the 
constraint that expected net sales are zero, i.e., x(t)-E({x(t+1)}=0, gives the 
following equilibrium (zero net sales) quotation: 

(12) 

8 This can be seen hy inserting the quotation (9) into the revenue function (4) and differentiating it with respect to 
[x(()-x'j . 

9 These examples are discussed in Suvanto (1982b). 
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~his quotation is us~d as a reference price in much of the subsequent discus
slon. The correspondl?g expected trading income is denoted by RO • 

In the fo.llow.1Og the stochastic version of the one-period model is 
extend.ed to a sltuatlon where the position is allowed to fluctuate, but the 
quotatl?~ can be ch~nged from session to session in order to control the expect
ed .~osltlon .. Follow1Og Zabel (1981), a trading day is divided into T trading 
seSSlOns, whlch are of equal length and which together make a trading day.lO 
The length. of the day and the number of sessions within the day are exo
?enously glven. Above we defined a target level x· for the dealer's dollar hold-
1Og~ at .the end of a short trading period. In the following the position con
stral.nt IS assumed to apply only for the end of the day, not for each tradin 
sesslOn separately. g 

.. The en.d-of-day position target x* can be interpreted as the closed 
posltJon. The 1Oterpretation is formally correct if it is assumed that the dealer 
has borrowed an amount x* of dollars, which appears on the liability side of his 
bala~ce s~eet. A closed. overnight position target can be justified by risk 
conslderatlOns. For notatlonal reasons the closed position is in the following 
defined as x * = 0. 11 

. . In order to facilitate settlements, the same amount has been placed as 
hqUld. demand deposits with foreign commercial banks (nostro accounts) and 
therefore appe~rs on the asset side of the balance sheet. The actual trading 
balances x(t) , 10 turn, are constantly fluctuating. 12 The amount of borrowing, 
as well as the average trading balances, are fixed over a longer period. Therefo
re, the net interest costs are fixed, and do not affect the dealer's short-run 
pricing decisions. 

~Ithough the position may be closed at the beginning and at the end of 
the trad10g day, the intraday position x(t) fluctuates throughout the day as a 
r~sult of the deals done during successive dealing sessions. In this interpreta
tlOn , x(t) > 0 is a long position; Le., the dealer has overbought dollars and the 
dollar-denominated assets exceed liabilities. Similarly, x(t) < 0 is a ShOTt 

position; Le. , the dealer has oversold dollars and the dollar-denominated assets 
fall sh~rt of liabilities. With an open position the dealer may lose or gain if 
someth1Og happens that changes the average arrival rates of customers, buy and 
sell orders in such a way that it would call for a new equilibrium mid-rate. 
Therefore, the assumption of a closed overnight position target involves a 
substantial degree of risk aversion. 

Assume that the dealer opens the day with a given position x(O) = 0 and 
he wants to be in a closed position at the end of the day. At the beginning of 
each trading sesssion (t, t+ 1), the dealer is free to announce a new quotation at 
which he stands ready to trade on the basis of incoming buy and sell orders 
during that short period. His objective is to maximize the expected trading 

10 The assumption that the trading periods are of equal length is not essential in itself. What matters for the 
~ubsequenl analysis is that the number of trading periods per day is given and that the degree of transactions uncertainty 
IS the same for each period. 

II The formal analysis does not depend on how the target position x. is interpreted, as long as it is fixed. 
Therefore, the end-of-day position target need not be equal to the c10sed position. Speculation with an open overnight 
position is not, however, analyzed in this paper. 

12 As the mirror image. the dealer's trading balances in domestic currency are tluctuating as well, although in the 
opposite direction. 
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income during the day subject to the system constraint as well as to the const
raint that the expected position at the end of the day is closed. The system 
constraint, or the state equation, describes how th,e position evolves in discrete 
time. 

This formulation of the problem leads to a straightforward application of 
dynamic programming techniques (cf. Bertsekas, 1981, Ch. 2). The dealer's 
prablem is to find a feedback contraller of the form { h [x(i)] ; i = 0,1, ... , T-
1}, which tells us that if at moment t the state is x(t), then the control fr [x(t)] 

should be applied. The contral fr: IR - IR2 is a mapping from the state space 
(the position) into the control space (the quotation) such that fr [x(t)] = [s(t), 
z(t)]. The state equatian is of the form x(t+l) = x(t) - [p(t) - q(t) - w(t)). 

Assuming a finite horizon and perfect information on the current state, 
the dynamic programming algorithm can be written as follows: 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

J t [x(t)] = Max Et {R(t) + Jt+l [x(t+ 1)]} (value function) 
s(t), z(t) 

J T [x(T)] = ° (terminai value) 

x(t+ 1) = x(t) - a + ös(t) + w(t) (system constraint) 

EI x(T) = ° (terminai state constraint), 

where t - 0, 1, 2, ... , T-1, and El stands for the expectation at moment t. The 
one-period revenue function R(t) in equation (13), written with stochastic 
disturbances, is 

(17) R(t) = as(t)+~z(t) - Ö[ ~(t)+z2(t)]+z(t)[ u(t)+v(t)] 

+ s(t)[ u(t) - v(t)]. 

The value function J t [x(t)] gives the expected revenue from moment t until the 
end of the day when optimal contral is applied at each future moment t+ 1, t+2, 

... , T-1. No cost is attached to the possible open position at the end of the day, 
which makes the terminai value JT [(x(T)] equal to zero. This assumption can 
be dropped without affecting the results if the horizon is extended indefinitely 
over many trading days, provided that the requirement of the closed expected 
position at the end of each day is maintained. 

Following standard dynamie programming teehniques, the sequential 
prieing rule is derived by solving first the optimal quotation for the last period 
(T-1, I) and proeeeding recursively baekward in time. 13 The resulting feed
baek controller, or the sequence of functions expressing the optimal quotation 
for eaeh period (t, t+ 1) as a funetion of the eurrent state, has the form: 

(18) s(t) = So - (I/Ö) x(t)/(T-t), z(t) = ~, 

}, The solution is presenled in a technical appendix, which is available on request from the author. 
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Figure 2. Expeeted and Aetual Position 
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Explmuuions .: ;r. is tbc cnd of day target position, .r. is the tbe realizcd 

position, aod ~ is 3D expectation (a pIan) at moment t. 

where So and Zo are equal to the one-period equilibrium quatation derived 
ahove; et equation (12). As in the one-period case, only the mid-rate is adjus
ted to steer the position. The spread remains constant at the level that maximi
zes the one-period return on the equilibrium volume af trade. 

Inserting the quatation (18) into the net sales equation (11) and noting 
that. ?- - ?So =.0 gives the following change (increase) in the foreign exchange 
posltlon m sesslOn (t, t+ 1): 

(19) x(t+ 1) - x(t) = - x(t)/(T-t) + w(t). 

The first t~r~ on the right-hand side expresses the pianned, or expected, ehange 
m the posltlon. Henee, aeeording to the optimal prieing rule (18), the dealer 
quotes in sueh a way that he can expeet to close a fraction 1/(T-t) of the 
possible open position both during the eurrent session and in each of the 
remaining sessions af the trading day. This result is illustrated in Figure 2.14 

eonstant planned net sales for each of the remaining trading sessians 
impiies a eonstant planned quotation. The aetual quotation is adjusted in 
praportion to the latest realized transaetions shoek: 

(20) s(t+ 1) - s(t) = - (1/ö) w(t)/(T-t-1). 

Unexpected net purehases, w(t) >0, lead to a downward adjustment af the 
quotation, and viee versa. Note that the eoefficient of praportionality inereases 
as t a pproaches T-l. 

The faet that the planned or expeeted priee is eonstant for the remainder 
of the day corresponds to the familiar market effieieney in eompetitive models 

14 The pricing rule follows a Walrasian lalonnement process in real time: dpldt = /(D·S), r >0, where D . S refers 
to the excess demand thaI has already occured (realized nel sales). Unlike in the case of an continuous auction system, 
/(0) need not be equal to zero in all trading periods, ef Zabel (1981). 
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(et Samuelson, 1965, Fama, 1970, and Amihud and Mendelson' 1980, p. 32). 
The fact that intra-day quotations are martingales implies, inter alia, that custo
mers have no reason to postpone a transaction in anticipation of obtaining 
better bids or offers at some later moment. 15 

Of course, under transactions uncertainty the quotations will never be 
constant, but with this pricing rule price fluctuations are substantially rest
rained, compared with an alternative rule, under which the dealer would imme
diately try to unwind the open position that has arisen because of earlier net 
sales. The reason for the reluctance of the dealer to make a large price adjust
ment is quite simple: frequent price revisions are generally revenue-reducing. If 
no new information hits the market, the dealer does not rush to sell back the 
currency which is currently overbought at too Iowaprice if there is enough 
time to unwind the position gradually. New information is, of course, possible, 
in which case it is in the deaIer's interest to react immediateIy and promptIy, as 
will be shown beIow. 

5 New Information and Jumps in Quotations 

It is to be noted that the constancy of the planned quotation and the constancy 
of the spread result from the assumption that transactions uncertainty is charac
terized by serially uncorrelated disturbances of the customers' buy and sell 
orders. There are no jumps in the shift variables a and B describing the average 
f10ws of customer orders. This is equivaIent to saying that no new information 
hits the market changing the deaIer 's perception about the average arrival rates 
of future customer orders . If that happens in the middle of the day, the quoted 
price will react immediateIy. For instance, if the demand curve jumps up, the 
equiIibrium mid-rate also jumps up (because a goes up) and the spread widens 
(because B goes up). 

Tt is instructive to make a clear distinction between stochastic transact
ion disturbances and jumps in the model parameters. For that purpose let us 
forget, for a while, the stochasticity of customer orders, and assume that the 
future flows of customer orders are known to the deaIer, but not to customers. 
The sequential problem can be reformulated in the following form: 

T-] 

(21) Max L {a(i)s(i) + B(i)z(i) - O[ ~(i) + ~(i)]} 
s ri), z(i) i =0 

1 ~ The empirical evidence on the behaviour of exchange rates within a trading day is scarce, although expanding, 

A study by Wasserfallen (1989) using intra-day data (drawn at five-minute intervals) on one single bank 's quotations 
seems 10 confirm the weak-form efficiency, i,e" the absence of serial correlalion within a day, Qlher studies wilh 

hourly data on indicative market quotations (keyed by different banks inlO electronic informations systems) show 
signific.anl negative first-ordcr autocorrelation around the time of large jumps in prices; see Ito and Roley (1986) and 
Goodhart and Giugale (1988), Negative autocorrelation appears to be fairiy common in indicative market quotations at 
ultra-high frequendes , bUI disappears after ten-minute intervals; see Goodhart and Fi uglioli (1991), Miiller eI aJ, (1991) 
analyze continuous ' tick-by-tick ' data over a three-year period (ta ken from Reuters' page FXFX) which shows 
significant intra-day heteroscedasticity with a regular 'seasonal ' pattern, 
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T-] 

s.1. x(t) - .L [a(i) - 0 sri)] = 0, 
l=t 

wher~ i iso now the index of time. I? other .words, the dealer sets the sequence 
of pnces I~ such a way that the dally tradmg income is maximized subject to 
the ~onstramt that, at each moment t, the position will be closed during the 
remamder of the day. The probIem is essentially the same as above. The 
system ,constraint ,and the terminai state constraint are combined into one 
expressIOn. The daily revenue is expressed explicitly as the sum of one-period 
rev~nues, because all the reIevant information on the trading day is incorpora
ted m the parameters ari) and ~(i) . 

The first-order conditions for the optimal quotations are solved from 

(22) ari) - 20 sri) + 0ll(t) = 0, ~(i) - 20 z(i) = 0, 

where /t(l) is the Lagrange coefficient associated with the position constraint at 
mom~nt t. The spread depends only on each period 's volume of trade ~(i) , z(i) 
= ~(i) /20 , whereas the, r:nid-rate depends on each period's excess demand a(i) , 
as well as on the pOSItlon constraint. The mid-rate is obtained from the first 
equation as a function of the Lagrange coefficient: 

(23) sri) = [a(i) /0 + /t(t)] /2. 

Inse:ting this into the position constraint, adding up over the remaining trading 
seSSlOns and solving for /t(t) gives 

T-] 
(24) /t(t) = [O(T-t) rl { L ari) - 2x(t)]} . 

i=t 

It is obvious from (24) that the shadow price /t(t) contains alI the 
rel,evant ,information on the remainder of the day. It is transmitted to quoted 
pnces VIa equation (23). If there is no new information, /t(t) will remain 
co~s~ant for the remainder of the day. It can be shown that fl(t+ 1) = /t(t) by 
shlftmg (24) forward and inserting into it the net sales in period (t, t+ 1); i.e. , 
x(t) - x(t+1) = a(t) - Os(t) . 

What is interesting in this result is that the mid-rate and the spread do 
change, although the shadow price remains constant. In periods of high custo
mer demand, the mid-rate is high and the spread is wide, implying that the ask 
price rises more than the bid price. Correspondingly, in periods of high custo
mer supply the mid-rate is Iow, but the spread again is wide, implying that the 
bid rate declines more than the ask rate. 

It is also obvious from equation (24) that /t(t) reacts to new information. 
Assume that at moment t the dealer learns that at some later time i>t during 
the remainder of the day, there will be high demand. From eq. (24) it is seen 
that /-l(t) will jump up immediately, as wiII the mid-rate according to equation 
(23). The jump does not depend on whether high demand will materialize very 
soon or at some later period. An equaI change in any of the remaining ari) 's 
affects the shadow price by an equaI amount. The spread, however, wiIl rise 
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Figure 3. New Injormation and Jumps in Quotations 
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only when the increase in demand actually takes place. 
Because the mid-rate rises and remains at a higher level throughout the 

remainder of the day, the increase in the volume of trade will be less than what 
is implied by the increase in a(i)'s, because a higher price reduces other 
customers' demand. 

Figure 3 illustrates the implications of the model for the behaviour of 
the exchange rate during the day. The curves sa(t I 10 ) and Sb(t I 10 ) illustrate 
the expected time paths of the ask and bid rates conditional on information 10 , 

available at time t=O. Neither the mid-rate nor the spread need be constant. 
They depend on the dealer's information on the timing of customer orders 
within the day. At time "t, new information hits the market: both the ask and 
bid rates jump and thereafter move along the new time paths sa(t I I.) and Sb(t 

I I. ). This example highlights the distinction between anticipated changes and 
unanticipated jumps. The distinction becomes even clearer in the lower panel of 
Figure 3, where the time path of the shadow price of foreign exchange asso
ciated with the position target is depicted. At time t=O, the shadow price is 
equal to p(O). If there is no new information, it will remain constant. At time "t, 
however, new information hits the market, f.J-(0) jumps to f.J-("t) and remains in 
the new position unless any further news arrives during the remainder of the 
day. 

In the above model it is important, however, that the information of the 
sequence of a(i)'s and ~(i)'s is the dealer's private information. If the custo
mers had the same information about the trading day, they would know the 
dealer's forthcoming quotations during the remainder of the day and would 
therefore choose a different timing for their purchases and sales. As a result, 
the values of a(i) and ~(i) would alter until a11 the predictable changes in the 
quotations disappeared. If this happens then a(i) =a and ~(i) =~ for each i. The 
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laUer situation would lead us back to the stochastic version of the model 
discussed abo~e~ im.plying a constant spread and a constant planned quotation. 

The dlstmctlOn between the stochasticity of the arrivals of customer 
orders and unexpected news is also important for understanding some real 
world phenomena. As was. shown abo;re, one result of the optimal pricing 
st~ategy unde.r pure transactlOns uncertamty was the dampening of short-term 
pnce fluctuatlOns. On the other hand , the dealer's reaction to new information 
is a prompt change in prices, which reduces the amount of currency flows that 
could potentially take place if the customers were better informed than the 
d~aler. As not~d by .Begg (1989, pp. 28-29), by avoiding taking positions 
hlmself and by lmmedlately changing prices to the level that chokes off most 
of the potential currency flows, the dealer restores the business to smaller-sized 
and mo:e balanced tr~de . i~ bot~ directions and reverts to servicing the currency 
converslOn needs of hquldlty-onented commercial customers. 

6 Introducing Inter-Dealer Transactions 

Although the circumstances referred to above are far from those characterizing 
the near-perfect foreign exchange market in reality, the results of Sections 3 to 
5 are applicable to more complicated and more realistic situations, such as 
customer flows and inter-dealer competition. In the following we anaIyze such 
situations by starting from a simple one-period model into which we now 
introduce inter-dealer transactions. 

Assume that the globaI foreign exchange market is composed of a large 
num ber of local markets with one foreign exchange dealer in each. Assume 
further that transaction and information costs prevent non-dealer customers 
from trading outside their local market. The latter assumption, which will be 
relaxed later on, impIies that each deaIer can controI the expected buy and sell 
orders of his Iocal customers by changing quotations. To that extent the results 
of earlier sections are directly applicable. The complication that arises is that 
we now allow for dealers to send buy and sell orders to each other. 

Any one dealer can, whenever he so desires, place an order in the 
interbank market. Note that in an interbank transaction the roles of the two 
counterparties differ. The one who takes the initiative for a transaction by 
requesting a quotation acts in the role of a customer, while his counterparty, 
who makes a price, acts in the role of a market maker. In order to distinguish 
between different types of transactions, !et us call the interbank transactions the 
dealer makes on his own initiative cover transactions. 

For the time being, it is assumed that the share of any one dealer in 
total trade is so small that he can disregard any systematic reactions by others 
to his own actions. Quantitative characteristics, especially those describing the 
customers' average buy and sell orders may differ from one local market to the 
next, but qualitatively the situation is the same in each local market. As above, 
each dealer maximizes his trading income during the day subject to price-de
pendent customer orders and to the constraint that the the expected foreign 
exchange position at the end of the day is closed (or at some other weIl-defined 
target level). 

Let us first consider a dealer who is able to initiate a transaction with 
other dealers, but who never receives orders from other dealers. The justificati-
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on for this, admittedly artificial, assumption might be, for instance, the small 
size of the Iocal market, or that the dealer applies too wide a spread. 

Omitting the stochastic terms, the expected buy and sell orders of the 
customers in a local market j are written as follows (et eqs. 1 and 2.): 

(25) 

(26) 

Pj (t) = aj (t) - e[sj (t) + Zj (t)] 

qj (t) = bj (t) + e[sj (t) - Zj (t)], 

where Sj (t) +Zj (t) is the ask rate and Sj (t)-Zj (t) the bid rate quoted by the dea
ler. The shift parameters aj (t) and bj (t) take into account the local charac
teristics af the market j and e describes the price sensitivity of customer orders. 

Let the dealer's initial position be equal to xj (t) and define the closed 

position at the end of the period as xj (t+ 1) = O. The size af a possible cover 
sale in the interbank market is denoted by Pj (t) - Qj (t), with Pj (t) > 0 rep
resenting a sale and Qj (t) > 0 representing a purchase. When Pj (t) = Qj (t) = 

0, no cover transaction is made. Note that, due to the positive spread in the 
interbank market, a simultaneous sale and purchase in the interbank market is 
not profitable, except in rare cases when quotations are inconsistent (see 
below). 

AIthough the dealer may not know exactly what prices other dealers will 
quote if he places an order with them, it is assumed that, being in constant 
touch with the market, he knows at least the average bid and ask rate quoted in 
the outside markets. 16 He can take this information into account when making 
his own price and deciding upon a possible wholesale transaction. Hence, he 
knows that he can buy foreign exchange in the interbank market at a price that 
most likely is not higher than sa(t) (the average outside ask rate) and sell 
foreign exchange there at a price that most likely is not lower than Sb(l) (the 
average outside bid rate). 

The dealer's net revenue is the expected trading income from customer 
deaIs adjusted for the cash outflow (inflow) of a possible cover purchase (sale): 

(27) R j (t) = uj (t)Sj (t) + Bj (t)Zj (t) - ö[s/(t) + z/(t)], 

+ Sb (t)Pj (t) - sa (t)Qj (t), 

where uj (t) = aj (t)-bj (t), Bj (t) = aj (t) +bj (t), ö=2c. The first three terms indi
cate the net revenue from customer deals and the remaining terms take into 
account the contribution of a cover transaction. 

The dealer is assumed to maximize the one-period net revenue subject to 
the constraint that at the end of the period the position is closed; i.e., xj (t) - Pj 

(t) +Qj (t) - Pj (t) + qj (t) = xj (t+1)=0. The corresponding Lagrangian 

(28) Lj (t) = Rj (t) + Ilj (t)[xj (t) - uj (t) + öSj (t) - Pj (t) + Qj (t)] 

16 This is a somewaht tricky assumption, bec~use if he knows the average he should know something about the 

distribution and be able to find a beller price than the average. In practice, all market participants are fully informed 

abOlll the indicative prices, which, though frequently revised, are continollsly displayed on ReUlers and Telerate (el 
Goodhart and Demos, 1990a, pp. 333-335). For the purposes of the sUbsequent analysis one could regard these 
indicative prices as representing estimates of the average transaction prices for each momen!. 
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is discontinuous and therefore non-differentiable with respect to p . (t) and Q. (t) 
h . h 'h ) ) at t ose 'p0mt~ ~ ere elt er a cover sale or a cover purchase becomes profita-

ble. Takmg thls mto account, the differentiation of (28) with respect to the four 
decision variables, Sj (t), Zj (t), Pj (t) and Qj (t), gives the following first-order 
conditions: 

(29) (i) U j (t) - 2ösj (t) + Öllj (t) = 0 

(ii) Bj (t) - 2özj (t) = 0 

(iii) Ilj (t) = Sb when Pj (t) > 0, Qj (t) = 0 
Ii} (t) = sa when Pj (t) = 0, Qj (t) > 0 
Sb(t) < lij (t) < sa(t) when Pj (t) = Qj (t) = O. 

The spread, Zj (t) = Bj (t)/2ö, depends only on the local market charac
teristics, but is independent of the position. The mid-rate is state-dependent and 
depends on the size of a possible cover transaction, in addition to the initial 
position, as follows: 

(30) 

The corresponding shadow price is 

(31) flj (t) = Sj (t) - (2/ö)[xj (t) - Pj (t) + Qj (t)]. 

Because sa>Sb, simultaneous cover purchases and sales are out of the 
question. Whether the cover transaction is a sale, a purchase, or neither, de
pends on the initial position, as well as on the outside prices, as follows: 

(32) Pj (t) > 0, Qj (t) = 0 if xj (t) > (ö/2)[sOj (t) - Sb(t)] = Xlj (t) 

P j (t) = 0, Qj (t) > 0 if Xj (t) < (ö/2)[sOj (t) - SG(t)] =: i j (t) 

Pj (t) = Qj (t) = ° if i j (t) S; Xj (t) s; XUj (t), 

where ~j (t) is that level of an open (long) position above which a cover sale 
becomes profitable. The reason for this is the fact that at xj (t) > ~j (t) the 
shadow price of foreign exchange would become lower than the bid price 
available in the interbank market. Similarly, :ij (t) is the size of the open 
(short) position below which a cover purchase becomes profitable, because for 
xj (t) < xj (t) the shadow price would become higher than the ask price availa
ble in the interbank market. These position limits result from the availability of 
outside quotations and they determine the range for the prices quoted to custo
mers. In terms of the mid-rate, this is 

(33) 

Figure 4 ilIustrates the result. Both the mid-rate (ss-line) and the shadow 
price (utt-line) are depicted as a function of the initial position that has to be 
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Figure 4. Cover Transaetions in the Interbank Market 
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squared during one trading session. Within the range [Sb (t) , sa (t)] the two 
lines are downward sloping, with the ,Ll,U-line declining twiee as fast as the ss
line. The limits Xl} (t) and X"j (t) are determined at those points where the ,Ll,U
line intereepts the bid and ask rates available in the interbank market. Beyond 
these points the ,Ll,U-line becomes horizontal. The corresponding limits to the 
mid-rate are obtained from the ss-line at these position levels. If the initial 
position is above Xlj (t) it is adjusted by a eover sale of the size xj (t) - X'j (t) 
and the remaining X'j (t) is closed by net sales to customers. If xj (t) is below xj 

(t), the position is adjusted by a cover purchase of the size Xlj (t) - Xj (t) and 
the remaining xj (t) is squared by net purchases from commercial customers. 

As mentioned above, the price available in the interbank market is not 
welI defined. At eaeh moment, there are several dealers quoting priees without 
fulI knowledge of how others are quoting at the same moment. Therefore, the 
priees quoted by individual dealers may at any moment t differ across dealers. 
In Figure 4 this is taken into account by drawing a (non-observed) frequency 
distribution of the bid and ask prices in the market. 

Above it was assumed that Sb(t) and SO(t) represent average or indicative 
rates whieh are eommon knowledge to all dealers. If better priees are possible, 
it is in the dealer's interest in each situation to try to observe the best one of 
the available priees by requesting abinding quote from a number of counter
parties. When such a request proves successful, the dealer concludes a cover 
dcal before the position reaches either of the limits derived above. 17 

As in the case of Section 3, the spread, Zj (t) = ~j (t)/2ö, is always 
ehosen to maximize the return on the equilibrium volume of eustomer trade. It 
is independent of the initial position as well as of the outside quotations. 
Beeause it depends on the eharaeteristies of the loeal market, it may differ from 
one market to another. This result follows from the assumption that dealer j 
operates in an isolated environment in the sense that he does not receive 
interbank orders from other dealers and that local customers are unable to shop 

17 II iso of course. possible that he can find an ask rate that is lower than some bid rate, implying an arbitrage 
profii opportunily. We return 10 this situation below. 
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Figure 5. Interbank Transaetions and Integration of Loeal Markets 
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around. These assumptions wilI be relaxed in Seetion 7. 
The most important result, however, is the integration of local markets 

brought about by the cover facility in the interbank market. The possibility of 
placing interbank orders with other dealers tends to draw local quotations closer 
to the global average. At the same time the local eharaeteristics become less 
important as far as the mid-rate is coneerned. 

Consider, for example, two loeal markets, eaeh having only a smalI 
share of global trade. Let us assume that in the first market (market 1) one 
curreney is relatively scarce in the sense that the loeal customers' demand is 
high relative to what they supply. In the second market (market 2) this eurrency 
is relatively abundant. Figure 5 ilIustrates the point. Assuming that initialIy the 
dealers in the two markets have a closed position and assuming fulI isolation, 
they would quote the mid-rates s/ and s/, respectively, the latter being much 
below the former beeause of the differences in loeal charaeteristies. Having the 
possibility to trade in the interbank market, dealer 1 finds it profitable to place 
a selI order in this market in order to purchase an amount Q1 at the average ask 
rate (the shadow price is equal to sa ). The size of the purehase would be larger 
if the dealer were able to receive an even lower offer price. By lowering his 
own quotation somewhat to 81 or below, he can selI the resulting long position 
to his customers and make a higher profit compared to the ease of eomplete 
isolation. Similarly, dealer 2 finds it profitable to seJl an amount -P2 in the 
interbank market at the average bid rate (the shadow price is equal to ~). At a 
bid higher than Sb the sale would be even larger. As a result dealer 2's quotati
on is drawn upwards to 82> or above, if he is able to observe a higher bid price 
in the interbank market. 

This is the meehanism by which local foreign exehange markets become 
integrated, even though some of them may be iso la ted from each other. The 
two dealers need not meet directly, nor through a broker or some other middle
man; rather, they meet through the interbank market made up of other dealers 
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standing ready to trade with dealers 1 and 2 on immediate demand. If these two 
dealers were symmetrically related to the average market and if they were able 
to meet directly, they would find it even more profitable to bypass the inter
bank market altogether and exchange an amount ~ bilatera11y at a price which 
is somewhere between the average ask rate and the average bid rate quoted by 
the other dealers. As a result, their quotations would move even closer to each 
other. The bilateral exchange between the two dealers can, of course, be 
arranged by a broker. If the situation described above is temporary, it may be 
costly for the two potential partners to find each other, in which case an 
opportunity arises for a broker. Compared with two interbank transactions, a 
service provided by a broker is advantageous to both counterparties if the 
brokerage fee paid by each is less than half of the spread prevailing in the 
interbank market.18 

7 Customer Flows and Competition 

Although the two dealers in the above example could place orders in the 
interbank market, both remained in a relatively isolated environment and, in 
addition, both eould fully exploit the monopoly power in relation to loeal cus
tomers. We ean go further and relax the assumption that transaction and 
information costs prevent local customers from trading outside their local 
market. Instead of prohibitively high transaction costs, we ean assume that local 
customers face greater transaction costs when trading outside than with the 
loeal dea1er. The customers may also differ in this respect. In faet, we can 
assume a continuum of customers ordered aceording to their relative transaction 
eosts. At one end, there are we11-informed eustomers with low transaetion eosts. 
These customers choose to go outside once they observe a quotation that is 
only marginally better than the one quoted by the loeal dealer. At the other 
end, there are those eustomers for whom it is hardly ever possible to approach 
any of the outside dea1ers when they need to convert one eurrency into another. 
The allowanee of eustomer flows of this kind introduees inter-dealer eompetiti
on into the model. 

Though admittedly vaguely defined, these plausible economie frictions 
leave each local dealer with some freedom to make his own prices and hence 
to eontrol the expeeted net sales by his own decisions. Accordingly, we can 
continue analyzing the behaviour of an individual dealer as if he had a short-
term monopoly.19 As a market maker, the dealer announces his quotation 
upon request and stands ready to trade with any incoming order without kno
wing in advance whether the customer is a potential buyer or a seller and 
without knowing whether the same customer is asking quotations from other 
dealers at the same moment. By these assumptions the possibility of price 
discrimination is excluded. 

18 This is one justification for the use of broker services in the foreign exchange market. These are rather common 
in practice, especially in cases when larger-than-normal amounts are being exchanged. According to the BIS Survey, 20 
to SO per cent of the total net turnover in the foreign exchange market in April 1989 was arranged through brokers 
(81S, 1990, p. 10). . 

19 This assumption is similar to that of Phelps and Winter (1970), who analyzed atomistic competition with slow 
diffusion of information on prices between local market places. 
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For the sake of symmetry, we should allow for the possibility that the 
same dealers themselves may receive orders from outside and also that the 
other dealers are eager to find the best available prices for such transactions. 
These assumptions imply that equations (25) and (26), which describe the cus
tomers' buy and sell orders in the local market j , are no longer valid . 

Let us write the expected buy and sell orders received by a single local 
dealer j during a short period as follows: 

(34) 

(35) 

Pj (t) = aj (t) - es/ (t) - d[s/(t) - SG(t)] 

qj (t) = bj (t) + es/(t) + d[s/(t) - S'(t)] , 

where [s/(t), s/(t)] is the price quoted by dealer j and [Sb(t), SG(t)] is the 
average quotation across dealers. The constant terms aj (t) and b . (t) take into 
account the local characteristics of the market j, whereas the price sensitivity 
parameters e and d are assumed to be equal across all local markets, Le. , for a11 
j. The parameter d>O describes how sensitive the customers are to small price 
differentials, whilc the parameter e>O shows how sensitive the non-dealer cus
tomers are, in the aggregate, to a uniform change in prices everywhere.2o If 
the customers' information and transaction costs of trading outside the local 
market are low, then d is large relative to e. It wi11 be even larger if the dealer 
does not regard interbank orders from the other dealers as purely random 
events, but instead recognizes the fact that he is more likely to receive orders 
from outside if his quotation differs from the global average. 

As above, the dealer's expected trading income per period from custo
mer trade adjusted [or a possible cover transaetion is . 

(36) Rj (t) = s/(t)Pj (t) - s/(t)qj (t) + Sb(t)Pj (t) - sa(t)Qj (t) 

= [uj (t) + 11S(t)]Sj (t) + [f3j (t) + YlZ(t)]zj (t) - (Ö+Yl)[s/(t) + z/(t)] 

+ [S(t) - Z(t)]Pj (t) - [S(t) + Z(t)]Qj (t) , 

where u j (t) = aj (t) - bj (t), f3tf (t) = aj (t) + bj (t), ö=2e, Yl=2d, Sj (t) = [s/ (t) 
+s/ (t)]/2, Zj (t) = [s/ (t) - Sj (t)]/2, S(t) = [sa(t) + S']/2 and Z(t) = [Sa(t) -
Sb(t)]/2. It is seen that the equation is formally similar to equation (27); only 
the parameters and their interpretation are different. 

Assuming that the dealer maximizes the one-period revenue subject to 
the condition that the end-of-period position is closed leads to the fo11owing 
problem: 

(37) Max 

s.t. xj (t) - [Pj (t) - Qj (t)] - [ai (t) + YlS(t) - (ö+Yl)Sj (t)] = 0, 

20 This is seen by adding equalions (4.4) and (4.5), respectively, over all N markets, i=l, .. . , N, and taking the 

average. 
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where the last term (within the brackets) of the system constraint is equal to net 
sales to customers assoeiated with the mid-rate Sj (t). The resulting Lagrangian 
is non-differentiable with respect to P j (t) - Qj (t) at those points where this 
becomcs either positive or negative. Applying the average interbank prices 
[S(t), Sa(t)] to cover transactions, the first-order conditions for the maximum 
can be written as follows: 

(38) (i) Sj (t) = [aj (t) + rtS(t)]/2(Ö+rt) + (1/2)tlj (t) 

(ii) Zj (t) = [~j (t) + rtZ(t)]/2(ö+rt) 

(iii) flj (t) = Sb(t), when Pj (t) > 0 
flj (t) = sa(t), when Qj (t) > 0 
Sb (t) S flj (t) s sa(t), when Pj (t) = Qj (t) = O. 

When Pj (t) - Qj (t) - 0, the mid-rate is obtained direetly from the system 
constraint, 

(39) Sj (t) = [aj (t) + rtS(t) - xj (t)]/(ö+Y)). 

The corresponding flj (t) is 

(40) flj (t) = [aj (t) + rtS(t) - 2xj (t)]/(ö+rt)· 

It is seen that the local quotation [Sj (t), Zj (t)] now depends directly on 
quotations elsewhere [S(t), Z(t)], a relationship which follows from the fact that 
customers (ineluding dealer customers) are sensitive to price differentials across 
market makers. The spread is no longer entirely dependent on local eonditions 
or on the local dealer's price making power. 

Recall that loeal quotations were also dependent on the prices quoted 
elsewhere in the previous example, but in that ease the result was entirely due 
to the fact that the local dealer could on his own initiative adjust his position 
by making eover transaetions in the interbank market. In the present case, with 
customer flows and with the possibility of interbank orders arriving from other 
dealers, Ioeal quotations are drawn even eloser to eaeh other; i.e., the spread 
narrows, as does the dispersion of prices. In the limiting ease, as rt~OO, the 
mid-rate becomes the same everywhere, Sj (t) ~ S(t) and the spread approaches 
zero, Zj (t) ~ Z(t)12 ~ O. The Iatter result follows from the faet that Zj (t) ~ 

Z([)12 must hold for each j, which is possible only if Z(t) approaehes zero. 
The eonditions (38) determine whether or not a eover transaetion is 

profitable. The answer depends on the initiaI position and on what price offers 
the dealer obtains in the interbank market. If the initial position xj (t) is such 
that without a eover transaction flj (t) would go above sa, a eover purehase Qj 

(t) > 0 is profitable until xj (t) + Qj (t) reaches the point x'j (t) at which flj (t) = 
Sa (t) (or the lowest observed ask rate). Similarly, if the initial position would, 
without a cover transaction, bring flj (t) below Sb (t), a cover sale P j (t) > 0 
beeomes profitable untiI xj (t) - Pj (t) reaches the point X U

j (t) at whieh flj (t) = 
Sb (t) (or the highest observed bid rate). Between these limits no eover transac
tion is profitable. 

. The problem ~s formally equivalent to the previous exampIe. Therefore, 
Plgure 4 serves to lilustrate the result in the present case as well. Because 
Ö +Y) > Ö' .. the ss-~urv~ and the f.4l-curve both decline less steeply, and therefore 
the .posltl~n, whleh IS not covered in the interbank market, is allowed to fluctu
ale III a wlder range: 

(41) 1 
X j (t) == (l/2)(ö+Y)[sOj (t) - sa(t)] S xj (1) 

S (l/2)(ö+Y)[sOj (t) - Sb(t)] == Xij , 

whcre SOj (t) = [nj (t) + rtS]/(Ö+rt) is the equilibrium mid-rate that would bal
ancc deal~r (s cus~omer orders (non-dealer and dealer alike) on the average. 
Note that It IS posslble that SOj ;?: Sa(t), in which case a closed initial position x . 
(t) = 0 w?uld imply an immediate cover purchase and a downward adjustmenf 
of the pnee, a process in whieh foreign eurrency flows from the interbank 
market to dealer j's customers; et Pigure 5. Or viee versa, so . (t) s Sb(t) would 
imply an immediate cover sale and an upward adjustment of the price. 

The less steep f.4l -curve should reduce the likelihood of profitable cover 
transactions, because any open position can be easily unwound by marginal 
chan?es in quoted prices. On the other hand, greater price sensitivity reduces 
the Slze of the average spread and the dispersion of quotations, which increases 
the likelihood of profitable cover transactions in the interbank market. In the 
limiting case as rt~OO the spread becomes zero and s· (t) eannot deviate from 
S(t) , implying that it does not matter whether an op~n position is covered in 
customer trade or in the interbank market. 

The price differentials and the resulting interbank transactions disappear 
in aggregation aeross all market makers. The global average priee is 

(42) S(t) = A(t)lö - (l/Ö)X(t) , Z = B(t)/(2ö+rt), 

where A(t) = Ln aJt)IN, B(t) = Ln ~n(t)!N, and X(t) = Ln XII (t)IN, the summa
tion being taken over all N dealers n=l, 2, ... , N. The aggregated open position 
X(t) is inherited from earlier globaI transaetion shoeks and is likely to be com
paratively small in proportion to the globaI volume of trade. The effeet of any 
IoeaI transaetion shock on the gIobal average priee is small, beeause individual 
positions can be traded in the interbank market, whereby IocaI shoeks are 
diffused globally. Because the extent of genuine eurrency conversion needs by 
the non-bank publie is likely to be Iimited in any short period, it is the inter
bank trade which grows most rapidly as the spread beeomes inereasingIy 
narrow. 

One consequenee of having a narrower spread and larger volume of 
interbank trade is that non-bank eustomers benefit less and less from shopping 
around. In the limiting ease, with zero spread and priees exactly the same 
everywhere, it wouId not matter with which deaIer a customer places his order. 
However, interbank transactions would at the same time lose their economie 
meaning, beeause then it would not matter on whieh side of the market each 
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dealer operates. In fact, the whole notion of the dealership market in producing 
liguidity services would lose its ra ison d 'etre.21 

8 Arbitrage and Uncertainty 

As long as there are economic frictions that make customer orders less than 
infinitely elastic with respect to price differentials and as long as the dealers do 
not have complete information about how others are guoting at the same 
moment, each single dealer is left with some price-making power, which can be 
used for position adjustment purposes. However, because each dealer guotes 
prices independently of, and simultaneously with, the other dealers, the guota
tions are bound to differ across the market makers at any particular moment. 
This implies the possibility of arbitrage profit opportunities from time to 

. ?2 tlme.-
An arbitrage opportunity arises if one dealer guotes an ask rate that is 

lower than the bid rate guoted by some other dealer at the same moment. In 
this situation, any third party who is guick enough to observe the pair of 
inconsistent guotations has an opportunity to make an immediate riskless profit 
by buying from the former and simultaneously selling to the latter. The ar
bitrager can be any third dealer or a well-informed non-dealer customer. 

The two dealers who quoted inconsistently in the first place will lose if 
an arbitrage operation moves their positions far off the desired path. At the 
next moment they either have to restore the position in the interbank market at 
unfavourable prices or to make a relatively large adjustment to their customer 
quotation. In each case the quotation will change in the direction that will 
eliminate, or at least reduce, the probability of inconsistent quotations imme
diately after the event. 

The possibility of an arbitrage opportunity was already illustrated in 
Figure 4. It shows the freguency distributions of the ask rate and the bid rate in 
the interbank market. As long as the two frequency distributions overlap, there 
is always a positive probability for an arbitrage opportunity to arise; i.e. , that at 
moment t two dealers m and n, without knowing each other 's prices, quote in 
such a way that sma (t) < snb (t) . 

Figure 6 illustrates the point stilI further. Its four panels depict the 
frequency distributions of the ask ra te and the bid rate quoted in the global 
market as well as the price quoted by a local dealer j at the same moment. The 
shaded area in each panel ilIustrates the probability of an inconsistent quotation 
for a given two-way price (s/(t), s/(t) quoted by dealer j . The larger the 
shaded area, the larger is the probability that there is another market participant 
who is able to observe an inconsistent quotation and to make a profit at the 
cost of dealer j. A comparison between panels C and D shows that, for a given 

21 Zero spread is equivalent to complete disappearance of monopoly profits arising from the dealers' capacity to 
exploit price-sensitive customer orders. The spread remains positive when the costs of producing dealer services are 
taken into account , even if th e customers are infinitely sensitive to price differentials. This case is discussed in Suvanto 
(1982b). 

22 "If the markets were perfectly arbitraged all the time, there are never any profits to be made from the activity of 
arbitrage. But then how do arbitragers make money, particularly if there are costs associated with obtaining information 

about whethcr markeL~ are already perfectly arbitraged?" , ef Orossman and Stiglitz, 1976, pp. 247-248). 
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Figure 6. Probability of Inconsistent Quotations 
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Exp/aJ/aJ ioll : In each panel . /(.) shows the frequency dis tr ibution of the ask-rates and bid-rates quoted by the 
dea lers at a particular momen!. The sum of the traded areas in each panel illustrates the probability of 
inconsistency for a given price (s/, s;') quoted by dealer i. 

mid-rate, the wider the spread, the smaller is the probability of it being used in 
arbitrage between inconsistent prices.23 A comparison between panels A and 
C, or B and D, shows that this probability is positively related to the deviation 
of the mid-rate in dealer j's quotation from the global average price. 

These observations suggest that imposing a cost for the risk of inconsis
tency will affect the individual dealer's spread positively and will draw the 
local quotations even eloser to the global average. This can be shown formally 
by postulating the following cost function: 

(42) 

where the cost attached to the inconsistency risk is assumed to be linear with 
respect to Zj and quadratic with respect to Sj (t) - S(t). 

Maximizing the net revenue function R . (t) - C · (t), where Rj (t) is 
d f · } } 

e med in ego (36), with respect to Sj (t), Zj (t) and Pj (t) - Qj (t) and subject to 
t~e position constraint xj (t) - [uj (t) + 11S(t) - (Ö+11)Sj (t)] - [(Pj (t) - Qj (t)] 
glves the following first-order conditions: 

23 This si tuatioll is parallel to the presence of informed insiders in the securities market. Because of information 
asymmetries, a stock dealer is unable to distinguish between insiders and /iquidiry traders. Because the dealer loses on 
average in trade with insiders, he has to compensate for the loss by applying a spread which is wider than the marginal 
cost of providing the dcaler services. see Olosten and Milgrom (1985), Kyle (1985), OJosten (1989), Dennert (1989) 

and Hagerty (1991). 
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(43) (i) 

Figure 7. Pricing Rule under lnconsistency Risk 
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(ii) z} (t) =[~j (t) +l1Z (t) + cj ]/[2(6+11)] 

(iii) fl cj (t) = Sb(t) when P j (t) > 0 
fl cj (t) = SG(t) when Q j (t) > 0 
SD(t) < flcj (t) < SO(t) when Q j (t) = Pj (t) = 0, 

) 
x· J 

where !{ , is the shadow price for the position constraint. The superscript c is 
added to J distinguish it from fl ' in the previous case considered; ct eq. (40). 

J . 
It is seen that the inconsistency risk makes the spread wlder, as expee-

ted. lt widens as cl increases. However, with a very large spread, the dealer 
would lose all his customers. 

Compared to the previous example, the mid-rate rule does not change. 
When no cover transaction is made, Sj (t) is obtained directly from the position 
constraint; ct eg. (39). What does, however, change is the shadow price of the 
position constraint and, therefore, the limits to the position at which either a 
cover purchase or a eover sale beeomes profitable will also alter. The shadow 
price fl cj (t) is solved from the condition (iii) above and it is equal to 

(44) 

Because both Sj (t) and flj (t) depend on xj (t) negatively, flcj (t) declines much 
more rapidly than flj (t) as xj (t) increases, implying that the range within which 
the position is not squared by cover transaetions diminishes. 

Figure 7 illustrates the result in the case where the characteristics of the 
local market j would imply a price level above the global average; Le., uj > L n 

uI!' It shows the mid-rate rule (ss-line) as well as two lines for the shadow 
price, one for the case where the inconsistency risk is not taken into account 
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(u,u-line) and the other for the case when this risk matters (u,uc-line). As shown 
above, the latter line declines more rapidly than the former and the two lines 
intercept at the point where Sj (t) = S(t). The range (Xl , , X: ' ) within which a 
co~er, tran,saction is not pro~itable becomes narrower and is ~hifted to the right. 
ThlS ImpiIes that the quotatlons of dealer j are drawn even closer to the gIobaI 
average and their f1uctuations become limited still further.. 

In the limiting case as C2-;..OO, the fiflc-line becomes verticaI , impIying 
that the mid-rate of the IocaI quotation never deviates from the globaI average. 
ln this case any position resulting from a eustomer deal would be immediately 
covered by a transaction in the opposite direction in the interbank market. This 
would generate income only if the local spread was larger than the average, and 
even in that case (assuming that there are any customers left) the income would 
be mueh smaller than if at least a part of the position eould be sold to the 
customers. 

Assuming that all dealers behave aceordingly, the cost attached to the 
inconsistency risk will reduce the dispersion of price quotations between IocaI 
markets, which in itself tends to reduce this risk. If, in addition, all dealers add 
a precautionary premium to the spread, the frequeney distributions of the ask 
rate and the bid rate in Figure 6 will beeome narrower and the distance bet
ween the means will inerease. However, as long as the dealers quote priees 
without full knowledge of how others are quoting at the same moment, and as 
long as the spread is relatively narrow, the probability that oecasionaI arbitrage 
profit opportunities will arise remains positive. 

9 Dynamic Extension and the Integration 
Across Time Zones 

The analysis of Section 7 shows how the 10eaI foreign exchange markets 
beeome gIobally integrated as a result of eustomer flows and interdealer trans
actions. A small loeal transaction shock may be absorbed by the Iocal dealer 's 
position with only minimaI subsequent price reactions. On the other hand, a 
position resulting from a Iarge Iocal transaetion shock can always be reversed 
in the interbank market, whereby its effects will be diffused gIobally. As the 
capacity of the interbank market to absorb such shocks is Iarge, compared to 
that of any single dealer, the price reactions aeross time zones will remain 
smal!. 

In the following the analysis is extended to a dynamie framework. For 
this we use the jump version of the model presented in Section 5. Let the 
customer orders during a short trading session (t, t+ 1) be represented by eqs. 
(34) and (35). The trading day is composed of a sequence of such periods, 
t =0, ... , T-l. The dealer j maximizes his daily trading income ad justed for 
possible eover transaetions subject to the eonstraint that any existing position 
x(t) has to be reversed during the remainder of the day. The problem is written 
as follows: 
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T·1 

(45) Max L ([ u j (i) + llS(i)]sj (i) + [~j (i) + llZ(i)) z(i) 
i=O 

- (ö+ ll)[s/ (i) + z/O)] + ~(i)Pj (i) - sa(i)Qli)} 

T·J 

S.t. xj (t) - . E [uj (i) + llS(i) - (Ö+ll)Sj (i) + Pj (i) - Q j (i)] = 0, 
L= { 

where the variables and the parameters are the same as defined in Section 7. 
The choice variables are Sj (i), Zj (i), Pj (i) and Qj (i), i = O, ... ,T-l. 

Following the already familiar procedures, the solutions for the mid-rate 
and the spread, obtained from the first-order conditions, are 

(46) 

(47) 

Sj (i) = [uj (i) + llS(i)]/2(ö+1l) + (1 / 2)flj (t) , 

Zj (i) = [~j (i) + llZ(i)]/2(ö+1l), 

where flj (t) is the shadow price at moment t associated with the end-of-day 
position constraint. Insert eq. (26) into the position constraint and solve for flj 

(1) to obtain 

T·I T· I 

(48) flj (t) = { .L [Uj (i) + llS(i)] + 2 L [Pj (i) - Qj (i)] 
1=1 1=1 

- 2xj (t)} /(Ö+ll)(T-t). 

The mid-rate and the spread may fluctuate over the day, depending on 
the sequence of customers' excess demand and the volume of customer trade, 
as long as these are dealer j's private information. In the case of the mid-rate, 
the price at moment t depends on the whole sequence of uj (i), i>t, whereas the 
spread is adjusted only in those trading sessions when the change in the volume 
of trade ~j (i) actually takes place. The mid-rate and the spread also depend on 
the prices quoted by other dealers, Le., on S(i) and Z(i), although the sequence 
of future global average prices can hardly be regarded as dealer j's private 
information. 

This model combines the results of Section 5 and Section 7. In particu
lar, the shadow price flj (t) is constant for given information about the day in 
the present case as well. Although the mid-rate may fluctuate over the day, its 
fluctuations are limited both because on some occasions it is profitable to 
adjust the position by undertaking cover transactions in the interbank market 
and because the customers (including other dealers) will react to price differ
entials. As above, no cover transaction is profitable as long as flj (t) remains 
between S(t) and Sb(t), i.e., between the average (or the best observed) bid and 
ask prices quoted in the interbank market. These limits together with equation 
(46) determine the limits within which the mid-rate is allowed to fluctuate; that 
IS 
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where S Oj (t) = [Uj (t) + llS(t)]/(ö+ll) is the one-period equilibrium mid-rate that 
would imply zero net sales to customers. 

. The sh~dow price - and along with it the mid-rate - will jump imme-
dlately each tIme dealer j receives new information on the customers ' net 
demand ?uring the remainder of the day. Assume, for instance, that at moment 
t dealer } leams that there will be more sell orders coming from certain custo
mers at. sOI?e later moment of the day, i > t. The shadow price and the mid
rate wIIl Jump upwards immediately and will remain at a higher level 
throughout the remainder of the day. The upward movement in the price will 
imply more sales to and less purchases from the other customers. Note that the 
equilibrium one-period mid-rate SOj (t) does not change, although the quoted 
price Sj (t) will jump. It will not, however, jump above the upper limit indicated 
in inequality (47), because beyond that point it will be advantageous for the 
dealer to initiate a position in the interbank market by making a cover sale. 

An unexpected change in customer orders or in the average interbank 
quote both affect the dealer j's quote, although only after the event. Assume 
that a quote ( Sj (1), Zj (t)) has already been made and the deals concluded. If 
either the net sales to customers, Uj (t), or the prices quoted by other dealers, 
S(t) , proved to be higher than expected , the dealer would find his position 
x (t + 1) to be excessively short, thus forcing hirn to raise the price subsequently 
and/or to cover the position by a purchase in the interbank market. It is seen 
that transactions uncertainty (related to the stochasticity of customer orders) and 
price uncertainty (related to the prices quoted by competitors) both have similar 
effects. 

The above results can be applied to a situation where all operators know 
that an important piece of news will be announced later in the day. If all 
participants have similar expectations concerning the contents of the announce
ment, this effect will already be fully reflected in prices in advance. There will 
be no price effects when the announcement is made, as long as its contents do 
not differ from expectations. On the other hand, the price reaction will be 
prompt, if the announcement contains important surprises. 

It is, of course, possible that there are differences in opinion concerning 
the contents of the forthcoming announcement. If this is the case, some partici
pants will be disappointed at the time of the announcement and observe their 
positions to move in an unwanted direction, which can be reversed only at a 
cost. A defensive strategy applicable for such situations would be to widen the 
spread prior to the announcement. This would reduce the risk that the dealer 
would receive orders from other dealers who have a different opinion and who 
may even have some inside information on the contents of the forthcoming 
news; et footnote 22. 

We have already seen in Section 7 how at any particular moment the 
prices quoted in different local markets tend to be equalized through interdealer 
transactions and customer flows. This means that the IocaI markets are integra
ted spatially. The fact that different 10cal markets are located in different time 
zones impiies that the operating hours of different deaIers differ. Some dealers 
are c]osing business at the same time as others are opening. In so far as the 
business hours overlap, the markets in different time zones become spatially 
integrated. This tends to draw the quotations in two time zones close to each 
other in the same way as spatial integration draws quotations close to each 
other across the 10cal markets at any particular möment. 
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In the same way as local transaction shocks are transmitted spatialIy 
within a given time-zone with only negligible effects on the global average 
price, aggregate transactions shocks are transmitted from one time-zone to 
another. Assume, for example, that the dealers in time zone 1 have, on the 
aggregate, overbought a large amount of a given currency late in the afternoon. 
The aggregate position is therefore excessively long, which would call for a 
large reduction in prices if the position had to be unwound through customer 
trade before the end of the day. Assuming that time zone 2 has already opened, 
the dealers in time-zone 1 are likely to place interbank orders in the opening 
zone in order to square their positions, as a result af which the reduction in 
prices is much smaller or there is no ne at alI. The dealers in the opening zone 
find their position to be long, but they need ta reduce their prices only mar
ginally, because they have plenty af time to steer their position in normal cus
tomer trade and in the interbank market during the day. Any regular pattern in 
the exchange of positions across the time-zones during hours when these 
overlap is taken into account and is fully reflected in the shadow price. 

10 Conclusions 

The above analysis contains variations on one theme, Le., the price making 
behaviour af a foreign exchange dealer who maximizes his net revenue know
ing that customer orders are price-sensitive and recognizing the fact that, in 
order to remain a market maker, he must aim at balancing purchases and sales 
af foreign exchange in the longer run, although the long run may be as short as 
one day. These few behavioural assumptions suffice to generate theoretical 
predictions which are of empirical relevance and broadly consistent with 
observable facts. 

The results are consistent with the efficient market hypothesis in the 
sense that there is no possibility that any of the customers could predict the 
dealer's forthcoming quotations on the basis of the dealer's past pricing beha
viour. Under pure transactions uncertainty and in the absenceof new informati
on, the dealer is reluctant to make a large adjustment to prices, because fre
quent price revisions are generally revenue-reducing. The necessity to reverse a 
position that has arisen unexpectedly forces the dealer to change a price in the 
'wrong' direction. This result holds equally for a monopoly dealer and for the 
dealer operating in a competitive environment. 

The reluctance of the dealer ta make frequent price adjustments does not 
apply to situations where new information hits the market. Whenever this 
happens, the quoted price will react immediately. Any new information on 
forthcoming customer orders will cause a prompt change in the quoted price. 
Price adjustments are, however, limited by the sensitivity af customers ta small 
price differentials. Because dealers can send orders to each other in the inter
bank market, the sensitivity of incoming orders to sm all price differentials is 
likely to be very large. As a result, the prices quoted by different dealers 
cannot deviate much from each other. 

The price making power of each dealer is reflected in the spread. In 
monopolist conditions the spread is wide, because the ·dealer attempts to extract 
the full rent which can be reaped because of the price-sensitivity of liquidity
oriented commercial customers. The spread becomes narrower when customers 
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have a possibility to shop around by requesting quotations from more than one 
mar~et maker, ,and approaches zero (or the marginal cost of producing dealer 
servlce~) once mterdealer transactions are allowed for. Under pure transactions 
uncertamty, the spread tends to be constant. This need not be the case if the 
dealer ?as p:ivate in,formatio~ on customer orders and if he has some monopoly 
power m pnce makmg, In thlS case the spread widens as the volume of custo
mer trade increases, Customer flows and interdealer transactions, however, 
greatly reduce the scope for changes in the spread for this reason. The empiri
cal i~plication is that the spread tends to be large when markets are poorly 
orgamzed and when there are only few market makers and customers tend to 
do bU,siness wi,th a single bank. These circumstances are likely to promote 
Colluslve behavlour. As a result, the share of interbank transactions in the total 
volume of tra?e is small. Under competitive conditions, when the spread is 
vcry small, pnccs quotcd by all dealers are practically equal and the share of 
interbank transactions in the total volume of trade is very large. 
, Price un~ertainty is always present in foreign exchange dealing, although 
m some cases It may be difficult to distinguish between price and transactions 
~ncertainty . Price uncertainty would be small if transactions uncertainty was 
ltS only source and if order flows were purely stochastic, apart from the avera
ge price sensitivity af customer orders. Any new information on forthcoming 
customer orders, whether privately or commonly observed, increases price 
uncertainty . The intraday volatility af exchange rate quotations stems from two 
sources, one representing normal order flow (customer orders and their cover 
~pera,tions) and the other the arrival af new information. The empirical implica
tlOn IS that the return distribution at ultra-high frequency is likely ta exhibit 
leptokurtosis, 

, In addition to temporal price uncertainty, instantaneous price uncertainty 
IS present because the dealer has to make abinding two-way price without kno
wing what prices his competitors are quoting at the same moment. If the price 
quoted by one dealer happens ta deviate from the prices made by others, the 
position af the former may move in an unwanted direction, which has to be 
unwound at aloss . This prevents the spread from diminishing indefinitely. In 
times of increasing uncertainty the spread tends to widen. 

If deaJcrs have uniform expectations concerning future events, this 
information should already be embodied in prices. If dealers have different 
views, or different information, as regards the contents of a forthcoming news 
announcement, some dealers will experience losses at the moment when the 
new information is released. Widening af the spread is a defensive action ta 
avoid losses arising from heterogenous and asymmetric information. 

Although the time horizon in the dynamic variations of the model is 
constrained ta one trading day, the main results can be generalized to 10nger 
horizons as well. The formal analysis appiies when allowance is made for open 
overnight positions, as long as the end-of-day position target is fixed. In the 
interdependent market the effects of local transactions shocks and arrivals of 
new information are quickly diffused spatially across dealers through inter
dealer transactions in a given time-zone. Overlapping time-zones extend spatial 
integration temporally as positions are exchanged across zones. 
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